Archives and Cooperation in the Information Age

by JOHN MCDONALD*

Information is a perishable commodity. At no time in the past have there been so many challenges to the capability of society to maintain its recorded memory. The emergence of computer-based technologies and their increasingly sophisticated use in modern organizations are having a profound impact on the nature, significance and survivability of "the record."

During the past twenty years archivists have become increasingly sensitive to the continuing accessibility of the electronic information generated by these technologies. We have learned that such information can be lost because of the fragility of the media, the lack of sufficient contextual information, its dependency on technology which can change over time, and the lack of assigned accountability. These factors have caused archivists to re-examine the ways in which they operate, and above all to recognize that if the ongoing accessibility, usability and understandability of such information is to be ensured, both now and in the future, then archivists will need to cooperate with other information management professionals in order to achieve that goal.

Now, what will be the nature of this cooperation as the archival profession moves into the future? What will be the prerequisites to successful cooperation? Within what kind of information environment will archivists be trying to cooperate? Rather than trying to project what the world will be like in the future, however, a more reasonable approach would be to identify a few important trends which are currently under way and use them to comment on the importance of cooperation to archives in the future.

It might be useful to begin by examining the changes which have taken place just over the past fifteen to twenty years. For instance, most archivists probably had little if any opportunity to access a computer in the 1970s. Today, many would probably say that they are totally dependent on the computer to help them do their work. Moreover, an entirely new generation is growing up for whom the use of the computer is not seen as a challenge, but rather as a given and an integral part of their lives. A similar evolution is taking place in the archival administrative use of electronic networks. Not many archivists were linked to a network, or had access to wide area networks such as Internet or Bitnet, in 1985. Today, a growing number of archivists are beginning to log on
to these electronic highways, and in the next few years many more, if not most archivists will have the capability to communicate with one another across the office or around the world.

Without doubt, the role of the computer and related telecommunications technologies in society has evolved dramatically over the past decade. Nevertheless, while the role of the computer is and will continue to be one of the most important factors affecting the shape of the future, this should not be the focus of attention. Rather, that focus should be on the transformative effect which the computer is having on modern organizations and the associated impact which this is having on the nature and significance of information. Indirectly, the computer has helped to spur a revolution in the way in which organizations manage themselves and in the way in which they create and use information. Terms such as “re-engineering” and “restructuring” have emerged because of the recognition by organizations, particularly in the private sector, that to survive in an increasingly competitive world which is dominated by global as well as by national economic pressures, they must be clear about their business and innovative in the way in which that business is carried out. The strategic use of information and information technology is seen as one way of achieving that goal. “Flattened” organizational structures, “empowered” employees and work groups, decentralized controls and distributed authority have all resulted in part from the innovative use of information and information technology by modern organizations.

In the Canadian federal government, for instance, the Treasury Board Secretariat has issued policy guidelines encouraging institutions to use information technology to enhance services, to achieve strategic goals and to support government priorities. The innovative use of technology has become the enabler permitting the government to realign, restructure and streamline government programmes. (One example is the “single window” concept, in which the regional services of several departments, such as Health and Welfare Canada and Employment and Immigration Canada, are made available through one office equipped with technology which provides a single common access path into the relevant government information systems.) This, together with privatization, “downsizing” and “outsourcing,” will have a major impact on the future shape of the federal government. It will also have a major impact on information flows and the documentation of government programmes and activities.

Already society is facing the age of paperless business information systems (i.e., the transaction systems which support the raison d'etre of the organization), in which the delivery of social benefits, the collection of taxes and the issuance of licences will be handled despite little if any information reaching paper form. Although the office networks of today, moreover, are essentially being used as personal support utilities for sending ad hoc messages and producing paper documents more efficiently, in the future they will be transformed into corporate networks which support the formal transmission and approval of documents within the context of corporately defined work-flows. Although the paperless office may still be a distant dream, the office of the future will be dominated by the electronically digitized record — whether it be text, graphics (including moving images, photographs and maps) or sound (including instrumentation and voice). Office workers will be provided with the capability of accessing, creating, manipulating and transmitting a range of document types — virtual, compound and hypertext documents being just a few examples. Above all, however, workers will be able to benefit from new classes of software which automate the routing of documents, assist
in the determination of when data needs to be "captured," and store documents in a manner which supports the information retrieval and accountability needs of the organization. Though still operating in a multimedia environment, more and more office transactions will become automated, and the significance of electronic information in documenting decisions and related business transactions will grow.

It is on the basis of these developments that another important trend has emerged. Organizations, in recognizing the role which electronic information plays in supporting decision-making, the delivery of their programmes and the ability to hold themselves accountable, are becoming increasingly concerned about the integrity and survivability of electronic information. Such concern has not existed for difficult-to-manipulate paper records, which have been perceived more as overhead than as a valuable resource. In some organizations, this sensitivity has led to a heightened interest in the role which other forms of information can play in the administration of business. Collectively, these factors have led to increased concern for the preservation of organizational or corporate memory. This, in turn, has engendered a number of concerns about issues such as the kinds of information which need to be saved in order to document decisions, the legal status of information, the kinds of media in which information should be stored, the methods which should be used to access information, the amount of contextual information which is necessary for understanding, the kinds of documentation standards which should be adopted to ensure the survivability of recorded information through time, and the means by which it should be disseminated to current and future users and — in some cases — at what price.

These observations lead to three points which I should like to make concerning these trends. The first is that the evolution of society into a multimedia information universe dominated by the electronic record will require archivists to become more active players if they want to ensure that their requirements for the survivability of archival information are to be met. The second point is that if modern organizations, including archival institutions, are to survive, then they will need to cooperate with one another. "Partnerships," "joint ventures," "coalitions," and "cooperative initiatives" have already become important terms and phrases which will become even more significant in the future. The third point is that although a more active role will require archivists to be clear about their documentation requirements, they will also have much to contribute, and an audience will also be there to listen.

Regardless of the type of cooperative venture, however, in order to cooperate successfully, organizations require clear goals — goals which define both what the cooperative initiative is to achieve, and how the individual participants are to benefit through their cooperation. To establish these goals, however, institutions also need to be clear about why they are cooperating. They need a clear understanding of their mission, a concept of where they want to be, a set of tools and techniques to help them get there and staff who possess the knowledge and skills required to do the job.

Archives, and the archivists employed in archives, are no different. Before we can cooperate, we shall need to know who we are so that we can relate to others more effectively. To this end, we must know our mission, have a vision of where we want to be and have a clear idea of what we need in order to help us get there. Given that cooperation normally implies that there must be some benefit for everyone, archivists will also need to know what we can bring to the negotiating table. Finally, in order to be effective,
archivists will need management frameworks in order to permit us to participate in and/or lead cooperative ventures, staff who are equipped with the skills required to negotiate and carry out such ventures, and communications strategies which allow everyone connected with the venture to be kept informed.

The business of an archives is rooted in its enabling laws, by-laws, academic regulations, etc. It is the vision of an archives and the goals which it sets for itself in order to achieve that vision, however, which are the most important prerequisites to cooperation — particularly with those outside the profession. From the privately funded corporate archives, which protects the interests of its sponsoring organization, to the publicly funded government archives, which encourages the widest possible access to its holdings, such views of archives are important. This way of thinking — our perspective on the business of archives and an understanding of its requirements — will be factors determining the nature of the relationships which archivists establish with others, and the kind of understanding which others will have of us — important considerations in any cooperative venture.

Cooperation is a two-way street; one needs to give something in order to get something else in return. Given the growing concern of organizations that their corporate memory be accessible, usable, and, above all, understandable, I believe that archivists have much to offer in any cooperative venture. Archivists share a fundamental concern about context and evidence. More than any other profession, we are the best-equipped to grapple with issues which relate to the role of information in providing evidence of actions and describing the context within which actions occur. In an age in which individuals and organizations are concerned more than ever with understanding the context within which transactions occur, the need to find ways of documenting this context is becoming more acute than ever before. Archivists, by the very nature of their work, and unlike other information managers, understand that the survivability of information means more than the mere shelf-life of a particular medium. Factors such as the content of the information, the associated contextual metadata, even the functionality associated with its original use, are all of concern to archives.

These are the perspectives which archivists need to bring to our cooperative ventures. In doing so, however, we need to consider changing our methods. For instance, the trends which are taking place in the development and management of modern information systems have taught us that if a “quality” archival record is to be transferred to an archives, or otherwise preserved, then archivists will need to cooperate with the creators of these records much earlier in the life cycle than we have been accustomed to doing.\(^5\) In identifying with whom archivists need to cooperate, we will need to develop appraisal strategies which are based on a comprehensive understanding of the given information universe within which we are operating, and the needs of the user groups with whom we interact. Planned approaches to the identification and preservation of the archival record will have to become the norm if archivists are to have any chance of establishing a meaningful role for ourselves in the future.\(^6\)

We shall also have to cooperate with more than one discipline. Records managers, our traditional allies, have been joined by data administrators, office systems managers, programme managers, librarians and other information professionals who often possess a high degree of influence over the survivability of their organization’s corporate memory. If we are going to ask these disciplines to help us, however, then what do we offer in
return? Again, it seems to me that archivists’ concern with issues such as context, evidence and the survival of information through time means that archives, more than any other discipline, is best equipped to help modern organizations deal with the growing challenges to preserving the corporate memory which they are facing. What is a record? How do we identify it when it is in so many different forms or— as a virtual or compound document—when it is so difficult to determine whether it exists at all? What should we keep and why? How do we define “record” — that is, the evidence of a transaction — when a given electronic work flow is so dynamic, so fluid?7 Archivists are in the best position to answer these and related questions, or at least to develop the intellectual framework within which answers can be found.

This is why public-sector archives, in providing something in return for the cooperation which they receive from their creating organizations, should consider focusing their energies on providing advice on those policies, standards and practices which address the management of corporate memory rather than, for instance, the entire spectrum of information management.8 How should organizations identify, describe, organize, classify, maintain, and dispose of information in complex data flows so that it meets their business and accountability needs? How should all this activity be reflected in the planning process leading to the development of new or modified systems and/or programmes? In concentrating on these and related corporate memory issues, public-sector archives at least will have discovered a “market niche” which no one else can touch. It is a corner which will foster not only a higher-quality archival record, but also a record which will be accessible, usable and understandable in order to meet the business and accountability requirements of the organizations with which the archival institutions are cooperating.

Modern organizations are grappling with the challenges of managing intellectual access to and understanding of their information holdings.9 Much attention is turning to the development of corporate inventories, thesauri and authority controls — tools and techniques which will have a profound impact on the nature of the finding aids which organizations use and archives develop in order to manage their own holdings. Archives need to cooperate with these ventures not only to influence their design, but also to add value through the contributions which they can make through archival perspectives on context and evidence. As an example, the archivist’s ability to view the world in terms of functions and activities can serve as a useful conceptual model which would help the developers of corporate thesauri to overcome the challenges presented by approaches based strictly on organizational structure and on subjects without context.10

New and innovative ways of both providing access to and disseminating information are emerging at a rapid rate.11 In line with this trend, many organizations are recognizing that their electronic information holdings can turn into valuable commodities which might generate revenue. New organizations such as data retailers and data wholesalers are deploying, along with traditional information repositories, such as libraries, in order to position themselves to capitalize on the opportunities which this trend presents.12 Regardless of whether they are custodial or non-custodial, archives will find themselves involved in new relationships with organizations skilled in packaging and disseminating information, particularly in electronic form. We need to be prepared to interact with these organizations. Perhaps in the not-too-distant future we archivists shall find ourselves cooperating with other information providers in order to explore how the “single window” concept, described earlier in relation to the delivery of social benefits, can be
adapted for use by cultural agencies, including archives. In this context we shall need to grapple with issues such as copyright, user fees and standards.

In the area of standards, for instance, archivists know that standards are fundamental in promoting the exchange and long-term survivability of electronic information. What role should archivists therefore assume? How should we become involved? The answer lies in the way in which we identify and define our requirements. If archivists are to assume a meaningful role in any standards development activity (or any cooperative venture for that matter), then we need to be clear about our own professional requirements.13 The vision which we have, our goals and the understanding of what we can bring to cooperative ventures such as those involving standards will be redundant if we are unable to express our requirements concerning management of the intellectual and physical integrity of records through time. With this approach in mind, archivists might find that rather than participating in every standards committee, a better strategy might be to cooperate with other like-minded organizations in giving expression to the portfolio of corporate memory requirements which will lead to the identification of relevant standards at the policy, procedural, intellectual and technical levels.

These are simply a few of the many examples of what archives need to consider before establishing cooperative ventures in the future. In order to cooperate effectively, however, archivists will need to be supported by management frameworks which provide mechanisms for entering into cooperative ventures, professional development programmes which provide the skills required to work cooperatively with others, and communication strategies which ensure the accurate and timely flow of information among participants, sponsors and investors connected with cooperative ventures.

There are a variety of management frameworks which can be used by an archives to carry out its business — hierarchical, matrix, decentralized, centralized, etc. Regardless of the framework, however, archives in the future will need the capability to establish partnerships with other organizations easily and effectively. Contracts with multiple partners, bilateral agreements with organizations in different sectors and even different countries, complex inter-institutional cooperative projects, and joint-funding relationships with foundations and other funding agencies and investors all require a formal management framework in which to be launched and maintained.14 In modern bureaucracies, such frameworks are challenging both to design and to implement. This is why it will be equally important that archivists seek out and learn from those who have already developed mechanisms for managing formal partnerships — in effect, using a cooperative approach to help put in place the machinery needed to manage cooperative projects.

Cooperative ventures are difficult to establish when archives staff lack the education, training and inclination to interact with others. In an electronic future which will be predicated on the need to cooperate, employing staff with the necessary knowledge, abilities and — above all — personal suitability will be essential. Instilling a cooperative approach through an open and progressive management style is not enough. First of all, therefore, archivists need professional development programmes which promote a continuous learning environment, as well as a culture in which professionals are encouraged to look outward and accomplish goals in a cooperative rather than a competitive or isolationist manner. Then archivists need training programmes which teach us how to analyse the potential for cooperation, how to negotiate, how to identify and
manage complex cooperative arrangements, and how both to guide and to participate in
these ventures in such a way that the goals of all involved are achieved.

This is the point at which professional organizations can play such an important role. The education and training programmes which have been developed or which are emerging should incorporate components on how issues such as electronic records, descriptive standards, preservation techniques, public service, etc., can be addressed through cooperative ventures. They should provide instruction on how formal partnerships, joint sponsorships and other, sometimes complex cooperative arrangements could be launched and managed.

Archivists are not alone in needing to learn how to build such programmes. Other groups, institutions and disciplines share a similar need to learn how to cooperate. By sharing resources and drawing on each other’s expertise, however, it should be possible to build relevant, effective and more broadly based programmes in the future.

An important element of any cooperative venture are the communication strategies which ensure that all participants share a consistent view of the goals of the undertaking, and that all those who need to know (e.g., sponsors and investors) are kept abreast of the progress being made. This is not simply a matter of calling each other on the phone. Archivists need to establish formal contacts based on agreed-upon terms of reference which govern the conduct of the cooperative venture, and mechanisms which make use of appropriate communication tools and techniques. Cooperative ventures which involve products emerging from joint efforts will need communication plans which identify who will prepare the product, who will authorize its release, who will disseminate it and who will receive it — and, of course, who will finance the cost of it. Communication is one of the most important and yet the most often overlooked components of many cooperative ventures.

At a broader level, the profession needs to be kept aware not only of existing cooperative ventures but also of opportunities for future cooperation. Here again professional organizations can help by arranging conference sessions which speak to the lessons learned from cooperative ventures, particularly those involving individuals and groups outside the archival profession. In addition to communicating with their memberships, however, the associations could also foster closer ties with other related professional organizations, again with the objective of identifying areas in which cooperative initiatives could be launched.

The possibilities offered by information technology for helping cooperation among archivists are enormous. The electronic highways which are gradually linking us together are permitting archivists to share information and work together in ways which could never have imagined a decade ago. Although this area may not be well-known to archivists today, networks will be a fundamental part of our working lives in the future. As the increasingly sophisticated research community has discovered, networks will enable archivists to transcend national boundaries, thus paving the way for global cooperation at a level which begins to turn the concept of the global village into a reality. Given the rapidly increasing significance of networks to international communication and cooperation, the International Council on Archives, having successfully concluded its XIIth Congress (the fourth plenary session of which addressed the issue of cooperation), should assume a leadership role in helping archives to position themselves in this emerging global village. Modern organizations have learned that in order to survive and flourish in the
future, they will need to use information and information technology in new and innovative ways. They will also need to cooperate with one another. If archivists are to have a role in preserving the archival record of the future, and if we are to be relevant to future generations, then cooperation will not be simply a good thing to do, it will be the necessary way of doing business.
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